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What's the plan if GOOG rebounded after initiating the position
« on: December 09, 2010, 10:17:17 AM »

Re: What's the plan if GOOG rebounded after initiating the position
« Reply #1 on: December 10, 2010, 04:18:24 PM »

Re: What's the plan if GOOG rebounded after initiating the position
« Reply #2 on: December 11, 2010, 06:17:32 AM »

rleiwang
RDCC
Newbie

Posts: 5

Hi Charles,

After initiating the trade, long 450/490/530 PUT butterfly and short 550/560 CALL vertical, this position is short delta. What if GOOG rebounded? Are you planning to adjust it or take a loss? I
thought to buy a butterfly or condor, but the IV might be lower to make the adjustment unfavorable. Would roll to next month a better choice?

Ri$k Doctor
Administrator
Hero Member

Posts: 3249

Always have a stop level to take action.

James Parker
RDCC
Full Member

Posts: 207

Quote from: rleiwang on December 09, 2010, 10:17:17 AM
After initiating the trade, long 450/490/530 PUT butterfly and short 550/560 CALL vertical, this position is short delta. What if GOOG rebounded? Are you planning to adjust it or take a loss? I thought to buy a butterfly or condor, but the IV might be
lower to make the adjustment unfavorable. Would roll to next month a better choice?

In order to illustrate your suggestion of 'buying a butterfly or condor' to adjust the position; I have run a number of WhatIf Analysis scenarios through RI, which indicate the kind of trade
adjustments you could make if you wanted to to 'trade' rather than 'close' the position;

WhatIf no1 | +30 550/560/570/580 call condor
WhatIf no2 | +10 490/530/550/560 put broken wing condor
WhatIf no3 | -30/+60 560/580 call backspread
WhatIf no4 | -10 490/530 put spread | +30 550/560/580 broken wing butterfly

Hope that helps
Cheers
James
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Author
New PDF and Video
« on: June 01, 2010, 07:03:27 PM »

The Original "Mending a BrokenWing" was presented on June 1st and then again on July 21st.  Original June 1st PDF on Page 30 of this PDF

James Parker Video

Watch the 2nd (2-Video) Presentation at Vimeo RiskDoctor Archives Bonus Features
Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #1 on: June 03, 2010, 11:11:13 AM »

Reached Diamonetric Resistance in the 1-Year Grid:

https://riskdoctor.s3.amazonaws.com/rd2012aws/Parker_GOOG.wmv
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/riskdoctorarchives/179957870?autoplay=1
http://www.extractnow.com/


Buying back all 10 of the short 470/490 put verticals and assuming a fill price of 3.70 (1.40 + 2.15 + .15 for slippage):  

Simulated Trades on Next Page.





Leaves us with 490/510 Bear Spread:

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php/topic,1569.msg5254.html#msg5254
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #2 on: June 03, 2010, 11:20:57 AM »

If one preferred not to be as aggressive, they could do only 5 of the 20 pt. Verticals:

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=emailuser;sa=email;msg=5254
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=636


That would Harvest 5 Butterflies and Leave us with 480/490 Bear Spread:

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php/topic,1569.msg5255.html#msg5255


Covering by Rolling into Condor for next week rather than liquidate the 490/510 (second to last spread in image below).  Selling 10 JUN 480/500 Put Verticals for 7.00 (Mid-Price: 7.25)
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #3 on: June 03, 2010, 01:15:47 PM »



Here is the analysis of the trade: 

Leaves us with 480/490/500/510 Condor and I will write more about this (harvesting) and have more illustrations later.



Let's see what we harvested.  Remember that when we last left our heroes we had a 20 pt. butterfly left that was going for about 5.00 (Green Profile).  What we legged and sold over the last 2 days was a 
condor embedded in the 20 pt.  There were two 10 pt. adjacent and overlapping condors embedded in the 20 pt. Butterfly.  We usually think that a condor consists of two adjacent butterflies.  Do you know that 
it can work the other way around.  In other words, inside 10 JUN 470/490/510 Butterflies are 10 JUN 470/480/490/500 and 10 JUN 480/490/500/510 Condors.  We sold off, by legging, our embedded 10 JUN 
470/480/490/500 (Red Profile).  The 5.00ish value left on the table was reduced to 1.70 by selling off this condor for 3.30 (7.00, today's sold 480/500 Put Vertical, minus 2.70 paid for yesterday's 470/490 Put 
Vertical).  What remains is 10 JUN 480/490/500/510 Put Condors (Pink Profile) which closed at 2.70: 

Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #4 on: June 04, 2010, 03:58:06 AM »

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=emailuser;sa=email;msg=5261
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php/topic,1569.msg5261.html#msg5261
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #6 on: June 08, 2010, 11:40:11 PM »

From Noam:

I really enjoyed reading about your interesting way of viewing risk and the way you dissect positions.

I admit that it's not yet intuitive for me, but I like the concept and I believe I will study and use it.

I saw the video regarding the BWB on GOOG and your adjustments, in order to learn a thing or two from you.

I have two questions, and I'll be more than a happy if you could answer me.

1) In the PDF and in the video it's really hard to follow at what levels of the underlying you made those adjustments.  Can you please clarify?

2) This is a more general question regarding all baby-butterflies:
When you decide to harvest some baby butterflies, how do you know if the current price "worth" the harvest.  For example, if you paid X for a 5 strike wide butterfly (e.g 400/450/500),
how can you know, that after let’s say two weeks, a baby butterfly, that is worth Y, is a good price to harvest?

You see, when you paid X, you didn't know how much you paid for each baby butterfly, so how do you do the math?

I hope that I have succeeded in explaining my questions.

Ri$k Doctor
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #5 on: June 08, 2010, 11:03:38 PM »

All kept track of, in Trade Tracker (Page 4 of the PDF):

Quote

1) In the PDF and in the video it's really hard to follow at what levels of the underlying you made those adjustments.  Can you please clarify?

2) This is a more general question regarding all baby-butterflies:
When you decide to harvest some baby butterflies, how do you know if the current price "worth" the harvest.  For example, if you paid X for a 5 
strike wide butterfly (e.g 400/450/500), how can you know, that after let’s say two weeks, a baby butterfly, that is worth Y, is a good price to 
harvest?

Quote



Well here is price "X" on Page 27:

and the "X" butterfly prices on Page 33:



You could call the latest prices; price "Y" on Page 32: 

and the "Y" butterfly prices on Page 34:

Quote

You see, when you paid X, you didn't know how much you paid for each baby butterfly, so how do you do the math?

See Above
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #7 on: June 09, 2010, 2:37:08 PM »

Reached Minor Diamonetric Support in the 1-Year Grid at the Mid-Channel:

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=emailuser;sa=email;msg=5298
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=636


All this, while the JUN 500/510 Call vertical was trading only at 1.10.  Buying 10 JUN 500/510 and assuming a fill price at 1.20:



Leaves us with 480/490 Bull Spread going for 340ish:
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #8n: June 09, 2010, 03:21:37 PM »

Here is the Updated Trade Aanlysis Tab after the trade:

http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=profile;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=emailuser;sa=email;msg=5301
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php?action=pm;sa=send;u=636
http://www.riskillustrated.com/index.php/topic,1569.msg5301.html#msg5301


Here is the Updated Trade Tracker Tab after the trade:



Posts: 3245

Got a quick pop to complete the harvesting of the 490/500/510 Butterfly.  Selling 10 JUN 490/500 Call Verticals, Marked at 3.30, filling at 3.20 which leave 10 JUN 480/490/500
Butterflies, going for 1.45ish, that will be consistant with our original protection:

Ri$k Doctor
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #9 on: June 10, 2010, 09:58:45 AM »
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #10 on: June 10, 2010, 11:47:36 AM »

Now that the smoke has cleared a little bit, what just happened?  Basically we harvested one of our two 10 Lot embedded butterflies for $2.00 ($3.20-1.20) and you can see that,
highlighted in Yellow below, that it is going for 1.30:

Here is the Updated Trade Analysis Tab showing, highlighted in Yellow below, the remaining $1454 'On the Table' (1.45ish per butterfly of the 480/490/500 strikes):



This is the latest Diamonetric Grid:



Posts: 3245
It has in this case.  Had I not done all these adjustments we would be up over $21,000 instead of only $15,000.  The original 10-Lot Butterfly, bought for 9.00 is up to 
21.28 (see below) and the Credit spread sold for 3.00, 30x, is down to .02:

Coulda Woulda Shouldn't Have 

We have sacrificed about $7000, so far.  The good thing is, we only have $1,454 'On the Table' going for a possible $10,000 with an exit point of about $3,000 -5,000.  If we were braver, more 
aggressive or even psychotic, we would still have $22,000 'On the Table' going for a possible $40,000 (Don't even try to talk me out of it).

Ri$k Doctor
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #11 on: June 10, 2010, 11:59:26 AM »
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #12 on: June 16, 2010, 11:48:04 AM »

Reached Diamonetric Resistance and am covering the 10 JUN 480/490 Put Vertical for .85 when middle was .75:

More to follow.
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Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #13 on: June 17, 2010, 03:19:47 PM »

Liquidating* trade made.  We are out.
Please follow on in the From the Forum Topic: GOOG BWB 
« Reply #67 on: Today at 09:39:09 AM »

*May have to buy a box tomorrow to roll away our Pin Risk.

Re: New PDF and Video
noam_a
Members
Newbie

Posts: 13

« Reply #14 on: June 19, 2010, 05:26:02 AM » 

Hi Charles,

I have additional questions and I will be very happy, if you'll get time to review them:
I'm interesting in the butterfly you initiated when you started this trade, and the way you harvested some profits:
You initiated 10 JUN 450/490/530 Put Butterflies when GOOG was @528.

After 8 days, GOOG was @ 492 - in the "hot spot" of the butterfly.
I wonder why you decided to harvest the skip strike butterfly (450/470/480)?

Without entering to the specific prices, I assume the most valiable Butterflies were around 490, so, wouldn't it have been better to harvest the ATM butterflies?

Another option was maybe to reduce the amount from 10 butterflies to 6 or 7, 'harvesting' some of the profits. 

Another option to harvest profits, since the underlying was at the middle of the wide butterfly, would have been to take off the widest condor:

The butterfly 450/490/530 is contain 3 condors and one baby butterfly:

3 condors:

450/460/520/530
460/470/510/520
470/480/500/510

and 1 butterfly:

480/490/500

So, when the underlying is exactly in the middle of the butterfly, maybe the best thing to do is to harvest some profit by removing the widest condor (450/460/520/530)?

Do you think my ideas are relevant?

I really cannot understand the motivation behind the removal of the skip-strike butterfly 450/470/480 while GOOG is @492.

Can you please elaborate?

Thanks again, for all of your help. 
Noam.



Re: New PDF and Video
« Reply #15 on: June 21, 2010, 06:17:19 PM »
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All good and relevant questions Noam.
Quote
After 8 days, GOOG was @ 492 - in the "hot spot" of the butterfly.
I wonder why you decided to harvest the skip strike butterfly (450/470/480)?

That was sold to help pay for the call vertical to protect the short call spread that paid for the initial butterfly.  I just used the credit of OTM inventory to help pay for buying the call spread to have
some action in the event of a rally.

Quote
Without entering to the specific prices, I assume the most valiable Butterflies were around 490, so, wouldn't it have been better to harvest the ATM butterflies?

Yes but 490 was the center of our target and only a tiny bit more money at the time.  Yes but 490 was the center of our target and only a tiny bit more money at the time:

The ATM Butterflies had not yet had a chance to blossom because not much time went by. 

Quote
So, when the underlying is exactly in the middle of the butterfly, maybe the best thing to do is to harvest some profit by removing the widest condor (450/460/520/530)?

You could have, but again, nothing had yet had a chance to blossom because not much time went by. Don't lose sight of the origininal goal: 'Target of 490ish by expiration'
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Mending a BWB Transcript from June 1st
« on: June 01, 2010, 07:37:34 PM »

from Charles, the Presenter:
Slides for this presentation are available by jumping to Page 38. 
from Manny Ejiofor:
Charles is the guy to learn from 
from Charles, the Presenter:
Thanks Manny
from Tom Harnry:
I would like to see the Diamonetrics in action.
from Charles, the Presenter:
There are Videos and Demos OnDemand at Vimeo. 
from Mark Smead:
What spread are you trying to protect by buying the 510/520 spread?
from Charles, the Presenter:
The 30 short 550/560 call verticals, Mark.
from Tom Harnry:
Who are you getting your feed from for the excel spreadsheet?
from Charles, the Presenter:
No Feeds, yet Tom, plans to DDE link to platforms such as tradeMONSTER someday.
from Jeff Wilson
Those who know the RiskDoctor know that eventually all the pieces will fall together -- To be the best ya have to study with the best.
from Charles, the Presenter:
Thanks Jeff
from Jeff Wilson
Ya playing with the house’s money but still 30,000 in your pocket like if you were at a blackjack table counting cards still needs discipline.
from Charles, the Presenter:
At the moment, we are only up $12,800 and I try to encourage folks never to consider it the “houses money”.  It belongs to the folks that are up it and they should manage the position as if they just entered it.
from Travis:
Was the original Bfly a broken wing? from TJ
from Charles, the Presenter:
Travis and TJ: Yes.  Legged a Butterfly first and then sold the Call vertical to pay for it but the disdance from each other was 20 points or 2 strikes away.
from Roman Volkov:
Charles... what adjustment could be made if GOOG went down much more before it get back a little... like to 300... 
from Charles, the Presenter: Rom:  If it gapped down to 300, there would be nothing to do.  No matter where you were in time.  But different situations call for different measures.  If you would like to give me a 
specific scenario, I will be happy to answer the question.  Provide a position at the time and perhaps an options chain or a stock price and amount of time to go.
from Travis:
why doesn't the remnant P/L + butterfly P/L = net P/L in the spreadsheets?  What am I missing? from Victor

Continued on next page.



from Charles, the Presenter:
Victor: Please tell me which page you are referring to because all the numbers should reconcile.
from Jeff Wilson
More in mindset than everything else
from Travis:
Are most of the BWBF's about 2 months? from Dennis
from Charles, the Presenter:
Dennis:  This started with 50 but it could be anywhere from 10 to 705 days or so.
from David Hurst
Why GOOG?
from Charles, the Presenter:
from Charles, the Presenter:
GOOG Charts well and has action.
from Travis:
You mentioned that the something about training session trades would be for 5 weeks?
from Charles, the Presenter:
Prices are often wacko when the market is closed so that is why I like to conduct my live sessions while the markets are open.  That said, RiskDoctor TODAY will be conducted and recorded for 5 weeks on the Wednesdays during 
the last hour of trading from 2:00pm to 3:00 pm (CST—Chicago Time) beginning July 14th.  The markets will still be open and we will have live, undistorted, efficient pricing to base our opinions on.
During the 5 week course, I will explain how to effectively use the RiskDoctor proprietary tools and strategies in the current markets.  We will explore what’s happening on Wall Street and around the world.  We will look at 
events in the news, politics and anything else that I feel is relevant to trading.  The format will be weekly live webinars, conducted by me.  There will be live examples, videos, workbooks and maybe even homework assignments 
to get people used to all phases of managing their options trading. 
Trading with only a Basic Understanding of Options is Hazardous to your Financial Health. Trading in today's turbulent markets without the Best Options Comprehension to help you survive is just asking for Financial problems, or 
missing the next golden opportunities.
from Travis:
Do you always start out with a Broken Wing Butterfly?
from Charles, the Presenter:
Travis:  I like BWBs because I like to have something that I think will go out worthless, pay for my projected range butterflies.
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Google June10 | Opening Position | Trades 1|2 
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Google June10 | Opening Position | Trade Tracker 
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Google June10 | Butterfly Dissection 
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Google June10 | Spread Dissection 
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Google June10 | What If | WI#1 | Underlying price increase to 550 
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Google June10 | What If | WI#2 | Underlying price increase to 550 
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Google June10 | What If | WI#3 | Underlying price increase to 550 
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Google June10 | What If | WI#4 | Underlying price increase to 550 
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On April 29th, GOOG was trading at 528ish.  The following 1-Year Diamonetric Grid was used along with a couple of 2-Year Grids and a few 5-Year Grids. 

JUN Expiry Range Forecast: The middle of the target projected was 490 with boundaries of 440ish to 540ish with corroborating resistance at 550.   

Trade Selection:  Buy 10 JUN 450/490/530 Put Butterflies for $9.00 and Sell Short 30 JUN 550/560 Call Vertical Bear Spreads at $3.00.  Total Cost of BWB: Zero. 
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Trade Tracker
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After Trade 1 
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After Trade 2 
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After Trade 3 
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After Trade 4 
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After Trade 5 
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After Trade 6 
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After Trade 7 
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After Trade 8 
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After Trade 9 
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Trade Adjustment 3 & 4: Concept and Planning 
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Trade Adjustment 5: Concept and Planning 
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Trade Adjustment 6: Concept and Planning 
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Trade Adjustment 7: Concept and Planning 
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Trade Adjustment 8: Concept and Planning 
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Trade Adjustment 9: Concept and Planning 
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Trade Analysis Tab after Trades 1 & 2 
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Trade Analysis Tab after Trades 3 & 4 
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 Trade Analysis Tab after Trades 5 & 6 
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 Trade Analysis Tab after Trade 7 
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Trade Analysis Tab after 5th Set of Trades 
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Trade Analysis Tab after Trade 8 
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 Trade Analysis Tab after Trade 9 
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Butterfly Dissection after Trades 1 & 2 
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Butterfly Dissection after Trades 3 & 4 
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Butterfly Dissection after Trades 5 & 6 
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Butterfly Dissection after Trade 7 
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Butterfly Dissection after Trade 8 
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Butterfly Dissection after Trade 9 
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Butterfly Pricing Arc before 1st Trade 
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 Butterfly Pricing Arc after Last Trade 
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